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We respectfully acknowledge the Wurundjeri People of the Kulin Nation, who 
are the Traditional Owners of the land on which Swinburne’s Australian 
campuses are located in Melbourne’s east and outer-east, and pay our 
respect to their Elders past, present and emerging.

We are honoured to recognise our connection to Wurundjeri Country, 
history, culture, and spirituality through these locations, and strive to ensure 
that we operate in a manner that respects and honours the Elders and 
Ancestors of these lands.

We also respectfully acknowledge Swinburne’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander staff, students, alumni, partners and visitors.

We also acknowledge and respect the Traditional Owners of lands across 
Australia, their Elders, Ancestors, cultures, and heritage, and recognise the 
continuing sovereignties of all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Nations.

Acknowledgement of Country



Communication styles and strategies

• What style do you prefer?

• What do you want to say?

• What do you want your audience to remember?

• How much can they take in?

• Jargon busting – use the language of your audience

• Context is important



Successes and failures

• Examples from Swinburne – big picture and a smaller project



Context – Swinburne Library Services

Student Administration and 
Library Services 



Context of Library Services at Swinburne



Weekly reporting

Data for week 11  (14-20 March 2022)
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Library Budget

• May 2021 – asked to present budget report to DVC-A, Chief Financial Officer, Director of 
Procurement, Procurement Business Partner, my Director

• I took a deep breath – how do I communicate complexity in our budget in a half hour 
meeting?

• Our Budget had been slashed by 9% at the end of 2020 (by $700k)

• Swinburne’s budget overall had a $50m short-fall due to Covid

• What do they want to hear?

• What do I want them to hear?

• What will they remember and is of most importance to the Library, my Director, etc?







Comparison across Victorian 
universities



Outcomes



Open Athens – Swinburne University
• Opportunity to take advantage of CAUL deal

• Loss of staffing in 2020 meant our EzProxy expert had left

• No money for this – had to demonstrate value, need and impact

• Cost of the new system was over $25,000 (existing system was under $500)

• Complex array of approvals at the University

• Large number of resources and people affected

• Significant change - current system (EzProxy) baked into the environment for many years

• Heavy planning and oversight of any system changes at Swinburne via ePMO

"Login Key" by Got Credit https://www.flickr.com/photos/144008357@N08/33715694656

https://www.flickr.com/photos/144008357@N08/33715694656
https://www.flickr.com/photos/144008357@N08


Approval pathway

• My Director

• Strategic Bid (in 2020 – for 2021)

• Submission to IT for assessment

• IT procedures and approval mechanisms

• Procurement procedures and approval mechanisms

• Budget submission for 2022



Successful key messages

• The Library will do the Project Management for the system. We 
will manage the setup.

• The Library will manage administration, support and change 
management after go live.

• IT only have to do the SSO process.

• Your IT department must have misunderstood what 
OpenAthens is… as it simply does not require much IT work to 
implement.

• This is a standard process .. and it took us .. about 15 minutes 
to setup the SSO [Melbourne University]

• Other institutions (Monash, VU) have also implemented the 
system as BAU in the Library.



Summary

• Audience

• Context

• Remove jargon

• Use stories or images to illustrate complex concepts

• Keep it short and simple

• Be yourself

"Two-way communication" by @boetter https://www.flickr.com/photos/47854931@N00/135024146

https://www.flickr.com/photos/47854931@N00/135024146
https://www.flickr.com/photos/47854931@N00
https://www.flickr.com/photos/47854931@N00/135024146


Thank you

Simon Huggard

5 May 2022


